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On September 19, 2019, the signing ceremony for the capital 
increase project of China National Salt Industry Co., Ltd. was held 
at the Beijing Equity Exchange

Corporate Profile—70th-anniversary celebration of China National 
Salt Industry Group
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The past 70 years that CNSIG has gone through witnesses the arduous journey of China’s salt 
industry under the leadership of CNSIG
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On July 2, 1956, Chairman Mao Zedong and members of the Political Bureau of the Central Committee meet with all representatives of the 
National Conference of Advanced Workers in Salt Transportation and Marketing

The cordial care and earnest expectation of the Party and leaders have always been the the strong inspiration for the vast number of 
workers devoted to the development of CNSIG and China’s salt industry.

CNSIG has gone through five important development stages：Stage of industry chain being divided and regulated regarding 
production and sales; Stage of the enterprise working as government; Stage of exploring SOE transformation; Stage of the enterprise 
operating as a market entity; Stage of high-quality development. CNSIG has given full play to its industry influence and made due 
contributions to the healthy development of the salt industry.
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Enterprise vision

Building a world-class national 
salt company+ excellent chemical 
enterprise

Enterprise mission

Lead the modern salt industry 
and create a better life

Corporate Responsibility

Green CNSIG     Quality CNSIG
Responsibility CNSIG
Hundred Years CNSIG
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The past 70 years that CNSIG has gone through demonstrates years of hard work, emancipating 
the mind, deepening reforms, and rapid development
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CNSIG has clarified the corporate mission of “promoting the high-quality development of the salt industry and contributing to the 
people’s pursuit for a better life”, and determined the three main functions, namely, “innovating industry values, serving the people’s 
livelihood, and reflecting the will of the country”, set the goal of becoming a world-class salt company and a chemical company. The 
salt output in China has increased from 2.985 million tons in 1949 to nearly 90 million tons at the end of 2019, and salt sales have 
reached nearly 100 million tons.
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In recent years, CNSIG has taken implementing the systematic reform in salt industry as its mission, accelerated industry integration 
and reorganization. Through the efforts, CNSIG has effectively increased its concentration ratio and influence in the industry. Besides, 
the Group has also improved the industrial layout for sea salt, lake salt, well and mine salt, extended to the salt-based chemical 
industry chain, and initially formed a series of industrial layouts including inorganic chemicals, agricultural chemicals, fine chemicals, 
daily chemicals, etc., and some products have come to the forefront on the market home and abroad.

Salt industry in China, led by CNSIG and various provincial salt companies, has been constantly adopting advanced technology, 
continuously improving salt industry production, and improving the level of automation. As the leading salt enterprise which was 
born and grew up with New China, CNSIG shoulders the social responsibility and historic mission of ensuring people's livelihood, 
implementing the national strategy for the elimination of iodine deficiency, and improving the people’s health level in China.
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What's past is prologue. 70 years of hard work and arduous struggle bring us dramatic growth and fruitful achievements. Under the 
guidance of Xi Jinping’s thoughts on socialism with Chinese characteristics in the new era, we must use our diligence, wisdom and 
effort to strive to make CNSIG better and stronger.
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Taking a new step for the “14th five-year plan”
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In 2020, CNSIG has successively concluded the "13th Five-Year Plan". In the past five years, under the guidance of Xi Jinping’s thoughts 
on socialism with Chinese characteristics for a new era, With concerted effort made by cadres and employees of the Group, the main 
objectives and tasks of the "13th Five-Year Plan" have been successfully completed, providing solid guarantee for the high-quality 
development during the "14th Five-Year Plan".
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2021 marks the first year of the "14th Five-Year Plan". Looking forward to the "14th Five-Year Plan", CNSIG will actively implement the 
new development concept, accelerate the integration into the new development pattern, continue to optimize and upgrade the three 
main businesses (salt, chemical industry, and agricultural fertilizer), and play the role as the leader in China's salt and salt chemical 
industry chain. At the same time, it will better serve the national strategy, better serve the people's yearning for a better life, better 
serve industry reshaping and healthy and sustainable development, and strive to take up the responsibility as SOE and contribute to 
the construction of a new development pattern. 
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CNSIG Achieves 
Quality and Benefit 

Improvement

㸛姻㤃鵳⼧♲❀ Integrity at work during "13th Five-Year Plan"
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During the "13th Five-Year Plan", we have realized a renascent change. CNSIG has timely completed the transformation of work focus, 
optimized the layout structure, which better  highlighted the effect of reform and comprehensively improved governance capability.
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During the "13th Five-Year Plan" period, we have realized the sublimation based on strong roots. We have comprehensively 
strengthened the building of the Party under the leadership of the Party, given full play to the unique political advantages of SOEs, 
strengthened the construction of systematic mechanisms and grassroots organizations, as well as the integrity and anti-corruption work.
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During the "13th Five-Year Plan" period, we have achieved a leap in quality and efficiency. The Group’s operating performance 
has surpassed the best record in history for four consecutive years, laying a solid foundation for building a world-class national salt 
company + excellent chemical enterprise.
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Contributing to the Country with 
the Mindset of Responsibility
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The salt industry reform and mixed-ownership reform: we took China National Salt Co., Ltd. as a platform to comprehensively promote 
the mixed-ownership reform; the Inner Mongolia Ejinoer Salt Co., Ltd. ’s mixed-ownership reform project has officially landed.
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The reorganization and integration: we completed the asset reorganization of the three salt chemical companies of Inner Mongolia 
Lantai Industrial Co., Ltd.,CNSG Jilantai Salt Chemical(Group)Co.,Ltd. and Zhongyan Kunshan Co., Ltd.. 30% equity of Shandong 
Haihua Group Co., Ltd. was freely transferred to the Group; the management of Hongsifang fertilizer Co.,Ltd. has become more 
professional and refined.
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In 2020, the total assets of CNSIG Inner Mongolia Chemical 
Industry Co.,Ltd. has increased by 109.04% after the reorganization, 
operating income by 165.71%, total profit by 120.36%, and net 
profit by 141.82%, laying a solid foundation for CNSIG to build an 
excellent chemical enterprise.
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CNSIG has in-depth implemented the special actions for improving quality and efficiency, coordinated 
pandemic prevention and development, and achieved positive results. 

Serving “Carbon Peak and Neutrality” with Responsibility
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We issued the “Work Plan for Compiling Energy Conservation 
and Ecological Environmental Protection Planning for the ‘14th 
Five-Year Plan’ of CNSIG”.
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The annual investment to environmental protection was 
153,153,400 yuan to help the country’s “Carbon Peak and 
Neutrality” goal.

♧䌄♧騟翸ざ⸂ Participating in “Belt and Road” to Gather the Forces
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CNSIG actively carried out technical cooperation projects in countries along the “Belt and Road” in Asia, Africa and other places, and 
continued to deepen cooperation and exchanges with countries along the “Belt and Road”. 
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Serving People’s Livelihood and 
Create a Better Life

⠏餘渮ㅷ䫡⨴䐀 High-quality Salt for Health

欽䗱剪⸉⚹㹐䨪 Serving Customers with Thoughtful Action
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CNSIG has effectively protected the rights and interests of consumers and improved customer satisfaction. In 
2020, the complaint resolution rate was 100%, and customer satisfaction  reached 100%.
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CNSIG has promoted e-commerce platforms building, strengthened e-commerce channel marketing, 
developed a flat sales system, and increased the proportion of direct supply of salt in the terminal market.

猰䪮倝餻倝腊 Technological Innovation Empowers New Momentum
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Strengthening quality 
management: In 2020, the 
qualified rate of salt products 
was 100%.
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Building a high-quality brand: 
the revision of brand logos and 
corporate logo manuals was 
initiated.
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Enriching healthy salt products: low sodium salt 
and “Tianshan Snow Crystal Salt” and other healthy 
salt products was promoted to the market to enrich 
consumers’ choices.

21㹻㕂㹻넞倝䪮助⟱⚌
21 national high-tech enterprises

灇〄䫏Ⰶ 3.37➉⯋
Invested 337 million yuan to R&D

灇〄➃プ 1270➃
Employed 1,270 R&D personnel

䱇勉〄僈⚁ⵄ侨 27고
27 authorized invention patents

蜦䖤猰䪮㤙⸠ 59고
Won 59 scientific and technological awards

䱇勉⚁ⵄ侨 146고
146 authorized patents
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Leading the Industry for 
Win-Win Goal
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With strategic cooperation with governments, industry associations, enterprises, universities, etc., CNSIG has carried out 
multidisciplinary and diversified cooperation to achieve complementary advantages and win-win results for all stakeholders.
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CNSIG has been accelerating the pace of “going out”, 
actively participating in various international exchange to 
deepen international cooperation and exchanges.
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CNSIG’s Signing Ceremony in the 3rd China International Import Expo
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CNSIG established the Supply Chain Management Committee and launched the “CNSIG 
Electronic Procurement System” to promote procurement with responsibility mindset.
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CNSIG has continued to promote the research and application of comprehensive utilization of salt caverns, explore function of salt 
cavern for oil storage, gas storage, and energy storage, and promote pharmaceutical salt, snow melting and deicing and other 
emerging business areas.

䌄⸓遤⚌Ⱏ鵳姿 Driving the Industry to Make Progress



㾶翟㽴餓Ⱏ䒊䎋犷⚥渮
Performing Duties to Build a Delightful 
CNSIG Together

㸝Ⰼ欰❡Ꝁ呏㛇 Safe Work to Forge the Foundation

⸈䔂㸝Ⰼ欰❡盗椚䲀鵳㸝Ⰼ叻ⲥ⻊䒊霃⸈䔂ꥧ䝖䱗叅屛椚䒓㾝㸝Ⰼ㛆雲侅肫կ

CNSIG has strengthened safe work management, promoted standardization for safe work, while 
investigating hidden hazards and carrying out safety training.

Ⱒ昶プ䊨幑犷爸 Caring for Employees’ Well-Being

爢⼓Ⱏ䒊匬ㄤ靕 Building Harmonious Community

獤匧♸⨴䐀⚥㕂遤⸓〄䋒䧮㕂

껷佅Ⲹ渮⨴䐀䭷侨կ

CNSIG actively participated in the 
“Healthy China” initiative and released 
China’s first health index for salt 
reduction.

帿Ⰶ䴂毐霄䟃翸䊨⡲稡雦䫏Ⰶ餴

ꆄ 642.83♰⯋կ

CNSIG has provided in-depth 
assistance to Xinjiang，investing a 
total of RMB 6,428,300 yuan

Ⰼ䎃Ⱆ渤䯩饐䚪괄 1033.8 ♰⯋
4070ぜ䘋䡦罏♸昶䗱崞⸓կ

CNSIG totally donated RMB 10.338 
million yuan for charity fund in 2020, 
dispatched 4,070 volunteers to the 
charity activities.

〄䋒倝⼶˙⚥渮Ⲹ渮⨴䐀䭷侨䫣デ

Press conference for Xinhua-CNSIG Salt Reduction Health Index Report

Ⱆ⸣⸓ざず皊雧桧ծ爢⠔⥂ꤗ銻渷桧㖲鴪 100% 䫣デ劍ⰻエ紵㽠⚌➃侨 1156➃ Ⰼ䎃䫏Ⰶ䌐䪜餴ꆄ 596 ♰⯋

CNSIG’s labor contract-signing rate and social 
insurance coverage rate both reached 100%. 

During the reporting period, the 
Group newly recruited 1,156 
employees.

Invested 5.96 million yuan in 
assistance funds throughout the year.


